representatives rejoiced in the decision while Yingluck's party and the Red Shirts' members denounced the umpteenth military hijacking of the country's democratic process, the second in a decade to remove a Shinawatra from office.
At first, the coup looked like a tired script that had played out in the 2006 coup. This would entail a short-lived military junta followed by the appointment of an interim government run by either a general or a highly respected figure. The next step would be a new constitution giving more power to independent institutions that would operate as checks and balances and limit the power of elected governments. Finally, elections would be held in a year or so. Following this script, the discussion could quickly move to whom the interim prime minister would be, what the next constitution may look like and, behind closed doors, what the role of the monarchy had been in this coup and how this new phase would affect the looming royal succession. The sensation of déjà vu, however, was short lived. Soon after the coup, Prayuth's actions instigated a series of events that diverged from the previous decades of cyclical elections, political turmoil, popular mobilizations, and military or judiciary interventions.
3 Heavy repression, centralization of power, royal silence, and a restructuring of the relation between the rule of law and military actions-all of these aspects represented a radical diversion from the months after the 2006 coup and the Thai army's behavior in the former decades. In this article, I focus on these diversions and see them as symptomatic of a larger plan to demolish democratic achievements and initiate a swing of the pendulum between dictatorial conservatisms and democratic rule that has framed Thai politics since the deposition of the absolute monarch in 1932. 4 While the two poles have remained, each swing takes new forms. I explore the current configuration as revolving around three main elements: firstly, a new administrative structure directed by military officers rather than elected politicians; secondly, the promulgation of an ideological apparatus that remystifies the Thai polity around the monarchy and gives prominence to anti-corruption over democratization; and thirdly, the establishment of a new class alliance between traditional elites, military forces, and urban middle classes. These transformations, when seen as a coherent plan, have broken the alignment between electoral systems, democratic ideology, and electoral majorities that has dominated Thai politics over the last two decades. In this sense, I conclude, the effects of the 2014 coup reveal symptoms of the Thai body politics' relapse into dictatorial administrative structures, political attitudes, and military-led class alliances that seemed to have been forever surpassed by the 1990s. 
RELAPSE SYMPTOMS: THE RECIDIVISM OF THE THAI BODY POLITIC
Since the 1970s, democratic openings had alternated in Thailand with military takeovers. The 1990s began with another swing of this pendulum. In 1991, General Suchinda staged a coup against an elected government and attempted to become the new prime minister. This time however, a popular movement took to the streets to stop the military. After days of mass protests in May 1992, violently repressed by the army, the king stepped in, summoned the leaders of the opposing sides, and, in a televised meeting, put an end to the conflict and pushed the country onto democratic tracks. The army, which had dominated Thai politics since the late 1930s and brought back Bhumibol as an adolescent king after the mysterious death of his brother, was sent back to the barracks. An alliance between middle classes and workers took to the streets, demanding fair and democratic representation. The popularly acclaimed and politically vigorous king, celebratory voices agreed, sided with this alliance and opened a new era of democratic governance.
The road to democracy, prophetically described by Benedict Anderson in 1977 as a collective withdrawal from authoritarian tendencies, had been long, bloody, and tormented. 5 The patient, it seemed, made it through. The body politic was getting stronger, more democratic, and finally able to elect its own leaders, even though under a growing royalist ideology. Thai analysts, besides a few voices who warned that the transformation was nothing more than a trading of military control for royalist electoralism, and pointing out the erasure of workers' and the urban poor's roles in the mobilization, celebrated this new age of freedom and democracy.
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The following years saw unprecedented political openings. After the next elections, members of the civil society-increasingly a force to be reckoned with-embarked on the stipulation of a new constitution under a popularly elected Drafting Assembly. The so-called "people's constitution" was passed in October 1997, a few months after the economic crisis hit Thailand. The constitution created a new administrative structure that gave center stage to electoral participation and checks and balances, recognized human rights provisions, and pushed for the transferal "of functions, responsibilities, and other resources to local government and … lessened the significance of bureaucrats The 1997 constitution, extending the power of elected officials both at the local and national level and the number of parliamentarians directly elected, paved the way for a new generation of elected politicians, able to garner unprecedented popular support. The main representative of this new breed was Thaksin Shinawatra. A former police officer, Thaksin had made a fortune through state-given monopolies on computers and telecommunication. In 2001, amidst the government's inability to push the country out of the 1997 crisis, he was elected as prime minister with the support of the same middle classes, civil society organizations, and rural masses that had led the 1992 mobilizations. His victory showed, for the first time in Thai history, that mobilizing electoral support could propel an official to the very center of state power. Thaksin's mix of relentless electoral marketing and authoritarian efficiency paid off, and after concluding a full term he was reelected in 2005 in a one-party victory-unprecedented in Thailand. Whether as the result of Thaksin's political agenda or the unwanted consequence of his political schemes, under his watch an expanding regional electorate took the helm of politics, showing collective agreement and solidifying the role of elected politicians in state administration, while the military's influence decreased. At the same time, Thaksin abused the powers given to him by the new constitution. During these years, he made independent organizations toothless, openly attacked the human rights commission, and acted as if electoral support granted him a position above unelected checks-and-balances, and often above the law itself.
Thaksin's authoritarian tendencies pushed the "people's constitution" to its limits, shattering the alliance between middle classes, civil society organizations, and rural masses that had brought him to power. As a result, the 2005 Yellow Shirts mobilizations that called for his resignation on the grounds of his authoritarianism and alleged corruption claimed to be directed at fine-tuning democracy, rather than attacking the results of popular elections. 8 Even when the military staged a coup on September 19, 2006, for the first time in fifteen years, many political activists, public intellectuals, and members of civil society welcomed the military intervention as the lesser evil when compared to Thaksin's authoritarianism, human rights violations, and dismissal of checks and balances.
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Even critical voices presented the army's seizure of power as a blip, a temporary deviation from the stable track on which the country had entered in the 1990s, or an attempt to derail the country destined to fail.
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To their credit, the 2006 junta did appoint an interim prime minister rapidly after its seizure of power-even though himself a general-and promulgated a new constitution, even though ratified in a heavily militarized referendum in 2007. This document reduced the number of senatorial seats directly elected and gave unprecedented power to the "independent bodies," such as the anti-corruption and election commissions that over the following years would remove elected prime ministers and dissolve ruling parties close to Thaksin. Nonetheless, the new constitution largely retraced the 1997 document and paved the way for fresh elections on December 23, 2007-elections promptly won, as each one since 2001, by a party affiliated with Thaksin Shinawatra. Once again anti-Thaksin forces intervened and managed, with a mix of street protests-most prominently an airport blockade-and interventions by those independent bodies, to systematically overthrow elected governments. The "good coup" that was supposed to bring Thailand back to its democratic path created a country in which no popularly elected politician was allowed to govern for more than nine months, until the election of Yingluck Shinawatra in August 2011.
This election seemed to finally bring the country out of the impasse. Under the threat of further Red Shirts uprisings, Yingluck struck an agreement with royal elites and military that allowed her to hold on to power.
11 Mixing Thaksin's policies with a less imposing and authoritarian style, she governed without significant opposition until November 2013. Halfway through her term, however, she proposed an ill-conceived amnesty bill that would give immunity to everyone who had been accused of political crimes since the 2006 coup. Almost immediately, seeing this as an attempt to bring Thaksin back to Thailand, the PDRC took to the streets to demand her resignation, the Shinawatras' complete expulsion from politics, and radical constitutional reforms before a new election. It was in response to this resulting instability that, in his own words, General Prayuth staged a coup, which he had defined in February of that year as an obsolete strategy, unfit for a modern country. A month and a half later, he had changed his mind and plunged the country back into a military dictatorship.
LIFE UNDER PRAYUTH
Life under the new regime, as under any dictatorship, is divided and often contradictory. On the one hand, it goes on normally. Shopping malls and restaurants are crowded and streets filled by the usual frenzy of vendors and office workers, almost boosted by the end of the street protests that had dominated the country and taken its capital city hostage multiple times over the last decade. On the other hand, people involved in direct actions and critical activities are watched, controlled, and silenced. In these circles, the dominant feeling is one of being inside a perimeter that is slowly closing in around them, while the rest of the society quietly pretends not to see it.
The mix of fear and paranoia is not unwarranted. Since this coup, in fact, Thailand has gone back to a level of repression and control that was forgotten since the 1970s. Even if on April 1, 2015, the junta lifted the martial law that had been in place for the previous ten months, the country remains under Article 44 of the interim constitution, which gives the government the right to issue an order to take any action deemed necessary to preserve security, which could potentially mean detaining people without charges or even going as far as executing them without trial. While executions have not been part of Prayuth's toolkit, the regime has summoned more than 830 people and arrested 506 of them. One hundred fifty-five people have been tried in military court-which implies being judged by three soldiers, only one of whom needs to be trained in law, and having no right to appeal. Even more viciously, the lèse-majesté law, which punishes anybody who criticizes members of the royal family with detention for between three and fifteen years, has been used with unprecedented frequency to attack political opponents. In the last two years, in fact, at least sixty-five people have been charged while, before the coup, only five people were in jail convicted on these charges and five more were awaiting trial.
12 Similarly, the actions that count as criticism of the royal institution have been expanded widely to include criticizing the law itself, liking pictures on Facebook, and even mocking the king's dog. Hundreds of people have left the country for fear of arrests and other forms of repression, among them local political organizers, popular radio hosts, journalists, academics, and activists. The most prominent have made their way to Europe, the United States, Australia, or Japan. Many others, less visible and therefore more at risk, have crossed into Laos or Cambodia and are regrouping there, often under the risk of an agreement between local governments and the Thai junta. Inside the country, any form of criticism has been systematically and harshly persecuted and punished through detentions and arrests. Political activities are banned and media heavily censored or shut down if they refused to comply with the junta's orders. Thailand has now more blocked websites than China, and people have been prosecuted for critical Facebook postings and chatroom discussions. Military personnel regularly stop and prevent debates in universities, journalists' clubs, and bookstores, and so far they have charged thirty-five people for sedition, a crime that carries a punishment of up to seven years in jail.
The junta's interventions, however, not only hampered political discussions and limited freedom of expression. Two years after the coup, Prayuth remains in power and is carrying out a deep reform of political and social institutions, a structured attempt to remake the Thai polity.
13 This is not to say that symptoms of this relapse into anti-democratic tendencies are entirely new to this coup. On the contrary, as I hinted at before, they started to emerge around 2005, came to the forefront with the following year's coup, and have lurked at the back of the political stage ever since. In this sense, the May 2014 coup represents a decisive push toward a new institutional configuration first drafted by the 2006 junta. This, I argue, prefigures a new sociopolitical structure for Thailand, understood as "a set of ideas about the distribution of power," 14 and, I
add, about concrete techniques for mobilizing people and governing the nation, that revolves around the realignment of administrative structures, ideological apparatuses, and class alliances in the country. 
DE-DEMOCRATIZATION AND THE REMAKING OF A SOCIOPOLITICAL STRUCTURE
The trajectory of democratization in Thailand in the 1990s and early 2000s developed around a specific arrangement of class, ideology, and administrative structures, one that resonated with traditional democratization theory. This theory centered around the idea that middle classes are the bedrock of democracy and that their expansion would create demands for democratic participation in the political sphere. 15 Before 2005, Thailand seemed to fit this narrative. In Bangkok, many members of the middle class protested the military takeover. More structurally, civil society organizations took the lead in framing the 1997 constitution and reorganizing a national administrative apparatus that brought to power a strong elected government under Thaksin Shinawatra. The middle class was indeed pushing for new forms of political participation and in so doing reforming state administration and ideology. This alignment, however, started to break apart around 2006. Allegedly liberal middle classes were now supporting a military intervention to remove an elected prime minister in order to "protect democracy." The PDRC mobilization that paved the way for the May 2014 coup moved a step forward and, demanding to reform the administrative apparatus away from the one-person one-vote electoral system, revealed the complete undoing of that alignment. Thirayut Boonmi, an iconic leader of the 1973 uprising, one of the most influential intellectuals behind the 1990s pro-democracy mobilizations, and a PDRC sympathizer, voiced the most striking formulation of this new configuration. Speaking to The Nation, a middle-class newspaper whose editorial line moved along with its readers' opinion from a pro-democracy publication in the 1990s to a pro-military one in the present, Thirayut declared: "Those who voted for the Yingluck Shinawatra administration have forfeited their rights by accepting a corrupt and dictatorial government, which would have to be removed by a people's revolution."
16 Echoing the discourse of the PDRC's supporters, he argued that participation in the administration of the country is a right reserved for citizens who vote the "right" government according to the will of the people's revolution, a political force here defined not by majority rule but by the "moral" standing of its representatives. The paradox of this argument has been analyzed by a number of scholars who have seen this arrangement as "resulting from the very nature of new social movements" or directed by an enemy-of-my-enemy-is-my-friend mentality. 17 These readings, while invaluable in explaining the emergence of this new alignment, underestimate its relevance for the Thai polity. On the contrary, I see this as the most prominent symptom of its relapse toward authoritarianism, a relapse driven by Prayuth's dictatorial state administration: the emerging ideological apparatus he is pushing forward, and a new class alliance between elites, military, and middle classes that support his regime. 
Remaking State Administration
On July 22, 2014, two months after taking power, the junta enacted an interim constitution. Rather than limiting the power of a specific side of the political spectrum, as the 2007 constitution did, the document waged an attack on elected politicians tout-court by putting state administration solidly in the hands of unelected organizations. The interim constitution, in this sense, testifies to Prayuth's attempt to undo established political and civil rights-a move that will be much harder to dispel if it becomes formalized in the new constitution.
18 Even though the early articles of the interim constitution pay lip service to human rights, the text rapidly progresses to undo the influence of elected politicians, which have driven the Thai administration since 1997. Article 8, for instance, determines that none of the 220 members of the National Legislative Assembly-the new parliament under the junta-may have held any position in a political party in the previous three years prior or have been barred or removed from political office. Given the recent Thai history of banning politicians from office after the 2006 and 2014 coups, this effectively eliminates nearly all political figures with any popular support in the last decade and a half from sitting in the interim parliament that will ratify the final constitution. Articles 44, 47, and 48 assign absolute power, together with immunity for past and future violations, to the junta and its chairman. In these the head of the National Council for Peace and Order (NCPO) is given power to pass any order deemed necessary for strengthening public unity and harmony, or for the prevention, disruption, or suppression of any act that undermines public peace and order or national security, the monarchy, national economics, or administration of state affairs. Overall, the interim constitution places the NCPO beyond the reach of the law, even when its actions result in human rights violations and "intend[s] to shift the balance of power in Thai politics away from the competitive politicians and political parties who dominated since the beginning of the 21st century back to the civil-military bureaucrats seen in the 1980s." 19 In this sense, the interim constitution is but a symptom of Thailand's relapse, confirmed by Prayuth's unprecedented centralization of power. Differently from the leaders of the 2006 coup, Prayuth set himself up to become a formidable political player, not just a puppet in the hands of the network monarchy that many claimed him to be in the immediate aftermath of his seizure of power. 20 The first signs of this shift were given by the coup's soft reliance on the palace's public support. The general paid lip-service to the monarchy, which remains a major legitimizing force behind the army's actions. But, overall, Prayuth seems more interested in a personal bid for power-which will put him in control when the royal succession takes place-than in 18 The new constitution has just been redrafted, after the previous version was rejected by the army-appointed National Reform Council in September 2015. The new draft is largely based on the spirit of the interim constitution. serving the wishes of the hailing monarch. This has been confirmed by the multiple positions he grabbed. Without any experience in state administration, he appointed himself as chairman of fifteen committees overseeing the national security and economy, including the Board of Investment, the National Energy Policy Committee, and the Special Economic Zone Development Committee. On top of this, on August 4, 2014, he was appointed prime minister. At this point, he was chairman of the NCPO, chief of the Royal Thai Army-although he retired from this position in September and appointed a close ally in his stead-as well as prime minister.
The last time anyone held the three highest positions in the country was between 1971 and 1973, and students rallied together with workers against the dictator Thanom. Even more starkly, the last time a military leader attempted to concentrate power to such an extent was in 1991, and the Thai population responded with massive street protests, the protests that marked the heyday of democratization. 21 This time, the same urban middle classes who allegedly took the lead in those streets and brought down the military leader are happily shopping in Bangkok, often wearing camouflage t-shirts to show their support for the army.
Remaking Ideology
In order to understand the Thai middle classes' flirtation with anti-democratic politics, it is necessary to analyze their shifting ideological landscape since 2005 and its solidification since the May 2014 coup around two centers of gravity: ultra-royalism and anti-corruption.
Royalist ideology underwent a significant transformation around the 1970s. This discourse framed the king as "sacred, popular and democratic," the divine protector of its popular masses and the father of the nation. 22 It was in the 1990s, however, that this form of neo-royalist ideology really gained momentum. The king stopping the 1992 turmoil marked the high watermark of Bhumibol's popularity. Neo-royalism solidified around the image of a benevolent king who intervenes before his children's brawls go too far. 23 On this ground, as the country became more globalized and cosmopolitan, the monarch increasingly embodied the nation, almost to counter-balance the collective anxiety about vanishing national identity and increasing materialism. 24 The 1997 economic crisis played a central role in this process. In a famous speech, the king criticized the country's model of growth and introduced the idea of sufficiency economy, a Buddhist-inspired traditionalist economy of moderation and self-reliance that has Particularly since then, the figure of Bhumibol underwent an unprecedented remystification as the dhammaraja, the heavenly monarch of Buddhist tradition. 27 This refashioning was orchestrated, since its establishment in 2003, by the Ministry of Culture's propaganda machine, and its effects could be noticed everywhere, from the reintroduction of rituals of loyalty to the monarchy in elite universities to the rise of royal superstars and trendsetters. 28 While few critical voices dared to condemn publicly the radicalization of royalist ideology, Yellow Shirts mobilizations coupled this emerging ideological force with the middle classes' push back against the growing power of elected Prime Minister Thaksin. Until then, royalism and democratic development had gone hand in hand-at least according to orthodox Thai historiography and textbooks. Around the mid-2000s, the two ideologies started to move apart. Faced with a fading monarch and the growing power of democratically elected Thaksin, a large portion of the Yellow Shirts castled around the monarchy. 29 Filled with anxiety, neo-royalism morphed into ultraroyalism and put the protection of the sacred monarchy above the preservation of the country's democracy.
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Large sections of the Thai middle classes followed the shift in royalist ideology, joined the Yellow Shirts, and moved away from supporting democratic electoralism, which had been central to their mobilization in the 1990s. that ensued was not shy in its references to protecting the monarchy as a major reason behind the military intervention. As a result, ultra-royalism moved from the realm of national and individual ideology to an organizing principle for political mobilization and state administration. The 2007 constitution solidified this new configuration by enshrining the royalist sufficiency economy as the central economic principle for the nation and reducing the power of elected politicians. The military junta that produced this document effectively decoupled royalism and democracy, providing groundwork for the unmaking of democratic administration currently carried out by Prayuth's junta in the name of royalism and anti-corruption.
The opposition between the monarchy-holder of morality and center of the nation-and elected politicians-presented as intrinsically corrupt-has been central to conservative political discourse throughout modern Thai history. 32 However, in the last decade the understanding of corruption among the Yellow Shirts underwent a radical transformation. As Aim Sinpeng has shown in her fascinating study of the ideology of corruption among Yellow Shirts supporters, "a corrupt person was no longer just about someone misusing public office for private gain, but also about an immoral, unpatriotic, and disloyal person. These [transformed] corruption into an issue of morality, nationalism, and royalism [composed by] three major discourses of corruption …: (i) policy-based corruption; (ii) good people; and (iii) electoral corruption." 33 In this view, elections favor populist leaders who, through corruption and patronage, gain popular support without necessarily producing "good governance," understood as moral governance that aligns with middle-class sensibilities and royalist attitudes. 34 Over the last decade, this view, mixed with a distrust and dismissal of regional and poor voters as unable to resist handouts and to decide what is best for them, has come to dominate the ideology of the urban middle class. 35 Through this lens, the anti-Thaksin middle class could preserve its self-representation as holders of "true democracy," or what the PDRC calls "absolute democracy"-a system that relies on good people who will prioritize the fight against corruption and protection of the monarchy over obtaining electoral majorities-while refusing to accept elections. 36 As a result, a large share of the middle classes shifted their class alliances away from the electoral masses toward support for military and royal elites.
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Since the 2014 coup, Prayuth has solidified this convergence by endorsing the two pillars of ultra-royalism and anti-corruption. On one hand, as military takeovers have historically done, he has held that the coup was staged to defend the monarchy and waged an unprecedented war on anybody who dares to criticize the royal institution. On the other, like many coup leaders before him, he has repeatedly referred to corruption as a disease of elected politicians and proposed bureaucratic control as the answer to this conundrum, focusing exclusively on the moral and electoral components of corruption while silencing any critique of policy-based corruption carried out by his government. 38 In one of his televised speeches in August 2014, Prayuth declared:
Many people still try to destabilize the situation by using the words "democracy" and "election". These people do not see that an incomplete democracy is not safe.… The distribution of revenues is unjust, while corruption, wrongful activities, encroachment of natural resources and environment are encouraged, and the public will be told that these things are good, righteous, and beneficial to them.
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Many of Prayuth's speeches-with their mix of pseudo-democratic rhetoric, "happiness" talk, blunt xenophobia, paternalism, and chauvinism-reveal his endorsement of the Yellow Shirts' and PDRC's depiction of democratically elected governments as corrupt parliamentary dictatorships. In June 2014 he said: "We understand that we are living in a democratic world, but we must also examine ourselves to see how Thailand can be resilient in the face of the many challenges that democracy brings.… Parliamentary The most prominent case has been the Rajabhakti Park, which the junta concocted in September 2015 to celebrate the Thai monarchy. It has been publicly criticized as a corruption scandal for its unusually high prices for land, materials, construction, and vegetation. dictatorship has to be removed." 40 On the whole, the new ideological apparatus proposed by the junta revolves around this idea of electoral democracy as a challenge rather than a solution or a desirable process, a risk both to the royal institution and to anti-corruption forces, something that needs to be controlled and limited through a reformed administration rather than fostered and protected through more participative processes. Such shifts in ideology, however, cannot occur in an international vacuum. Previous authoritarian phases in Thailand-particularly the period between 1945 and 1992-had been supported, both economically and ideologically, by the United States and its anticommunist rhetoric. Since the coup, the junta has been looking to China for similar patronage by endorsing much of the ideological apparatus that has sustained Chinese anti-democratic governance and strengthening its economic and military ties to the regional superpower. It is no accident that the first government to show international support for the 2014 coup was Beijing. From the pages of China Daily the party argued that Western-style democracy has failed in Thailand and opened the door to more direct collaborations with the Thai dictatorship. 41 Since the coup, in fact, the two governments have pushed forward huge infrastructural projects, particularly the high-speed train connecting the two countries, and have begun discussions over the realization of the Kra Isthmus canal. Even more symbolically, in early November 2015, Thailand and China conducted their first joint military exercise, a collaboration historically reserved for the United States. 42 Many scholars much better equipped than I have analyzed the evolution and expansion of the China Model in terms of economic policies, market creation, and authoritarianism. 43 Rehashing their arguments is beyond the scope of this article. However, for the purpose of sketching out the ideological apparatus of Prayuth's regime, and its international connections, I briefly explore its similarities to dominant discourses in China, in particular its claims to legalism and moral leadership. In 2002, the 16th Chinese Communist Party Congress marked a turning point in the country's administrative ideology. Ridden by corruption scandals and inefficiencies, the party endorsed a new rhetoric of legalism, as a more efficient system to deal with equal and fair participation. Political scientist Pan Wei, in a famous article that took the shape of a political manifesto for legalism, went to great lengths to show that rule of law canist outside democracy. Such a system, he argued, is preferable and superior to electoral democracy and more appropriate to China. He stated, "The power base of democracy consists of elected law-making offices, mainly parliament and the elected chief executive. The institutional power base of rule of law consists of non-elected law enforcement offices, mainly civil service and the judiciary." In this sense, he continued, "rule of law directly answers the most urgent need of Chinese society-curbing corruption in times of market economy. Electoral competition for government offices is not an effective way of curbing corruption; it could well lead to the concentration of power in the hands of elected leaders." 44 While not as sophisticated as Professor Pan, and not with the same ability to govern as the Chinese Communist Party, the system Prayuth has in mind, from what we have been able to see so far, looks quite similar. Inspired by what Hu Jintao had done during his presidency, Prayuth is striving to create a legalistic system in Thailand, one in which nonelected officers create and enforce the law, screen members of the Senate, and potentially are appointed as prime ministers, above and beyond the electoral will of their population. 45 As he declared at an anti-corruption event in June 2015: "Today, I am the one [who] makes the rules. Previous governments couldn't do that. But today, I make the rules, and all of you have to follow them." 46 This transition from a polity in which people make the rules through elected parliamentarians, to one in which the rules are imposed from above for the people and parliament to follow, has been legitimized on a basic principle: the superiority of unelected "good people" over elected politicians in preventing corruption and defending the monarchy, which closely echoes the PDRC ideology. and public administration through similar techniques to the one adopted by Chinese president Hu Jintao. In 2002, the Chinese president released the Eight Honors and Eight Shames. 48 This list of precepts, from honesty to unity, from discipline to hard work, was to become the new moral yardstick to measure the conduct of Communist Party officials and was diffused through the nation, in schools and government offices. Since his appointment as prime minister, Prayuth has done in Thailand something remarkably similar. With the same purpose of reforming national morality, the Thai dictator has imposed a list of twelve values that provide a blueprint for his vision for Thai society. These include honesty; sacrifice; endurance; gratitude to parents; diligence; morality; discipline; and respect for the law, for tradition. and obviously for the royal institution and its teachings. Thai students around the country are forced to repeat them every morning. The Ministry of Culture has even created a set of emojis for the popular mobile-phone application LINE to help spread them around the country. Through these measures, Prayuth is attempting to displace a process of democratization and increased participation through the language of obedience and morality that had traditionally permeated conservative ideology in Thailand and that closely resonates with Hu Jintao's reforms in China. While schools, as often in state ideology, have taken a central role in diffusing the twelve values, these new teachings have found fertile ground among Thai middle classes who, once paladins of electoral democracy, are now supporting its unmaking.
Remaking Class Alliances
The back-pedaling of large portions of the Thai middle classes away from electoral democracy, under the umbrella of the Yellow Shirts mobilization first and then the PDRC, has been analyzed extensively. 49 Most recently, a report by the Asia Foundation compared the profile of United Front for Democracy Against Dictatorship and PDRC protestors and showed the close relation between Thai middle classes and anti-electoral democracy mobilizations. While age and gender ratios are quite similar between the two movements, the report reveals the middle-class incomes, education levels, and professional paths at the PDRC's core. 50 Nonetheless, many progressive Thai scholars have refused to acknowledge that electoral democracy and the middle classes have gone adrift. Rather than analyzing these shifting class alliances, these scholars have bent over backwards to demonstrate that Thais who support electoral democracy are indeed from the middle classes, despite their own self-identification, education levels, and political discourse.
The most prominent example of this approach is an extensive research project by Apichat Satitniramai, Yukti Mukdawijitra and Niti Pawakapan titled "Reexamining the Political Landscape of Thailand." 51 Building on the concept of the middle-income peasantry, 52 but equating income with class, the authors have gone out of their way to demonstrate that the Red Shirt supporters, who protest military and judicial interventions and demand elections, are in fact a new lower middle class. This class, a product of economic and political transformation under Thaksin is, in their view, defined by a monthly income between 5,000 and 10,000 baht (100-200 GBP) and specific needs and aspirations. 53 Even though, statistically speaking, this data may be significant-32.6 percent of the Thai population is in that income bracket with 39 percent making less than that and 28.8 percent more-it prioritizes economistic definition of class and ignores social and self-identification. 54 Firstly, very few in this income group, especially among Red Shirt supporters, selfidentify as middle class, but rather talk about themselves as chonchanlā ng, lower class. 55 From this position, they may aspire to become middle class-as the three Thai scholars argue-but looking at it from the outside. Secondly, while 68 percent of PDRC supporters hold a bachelor's degree or a higher educational level-traditionally necessary to access the white-collar jobs that identify the Thai middle classes-only 27 percent of Red Shirts sympathizers do. 56 Finally, and maybe most importantly, these protesters and their leaders have repeatedly framed their mobilization as a class war between commoners and aristocrats-in which they identify as a lower class-rather than an aspirational movement of the new middle classes. 57 One is left wondering what is the usefulness of expanding the definition of the middle class to include groups who do not identify with this label and framing their struggle as that of commoners, if not for legitimizing their political demands inside the paradigm that sees the middle classes as the engine of democracy. This attitude is particularly striking when even Francis Fukuyama, the most prominent proponent of democratization theory, the man who called this trajectory the "end of history," has recently come around to argue that "middle-class people do not necessarily support democracy in principle: like everyone else, they … want to protect their property 51 and position. In countries such as China and Thailand, many middle-class people feel threatened by the redistributive demands of the poor and hence have lined up in support of authoritarian governments."
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His matter-of-fact observation, when seen through the lens of the 2014 coup, becomes almost prophetic. Thai traditional middle classes have demonstrated over the last decade that they are more interested in ultra-royalism and stirring political outcomes and administrative structures toward transparency, anti-corruption, and moral good governance than in democracy. As far as these objectives were achievable through electoral democracy, as they have until Thaksin's first reelection in 2005, they supported this system. Faced with the emergence of a regional and diverse electorate that could decide elections and direct resources away from them, large portions of the urban middle classes developed, as we saw, a new definition of corruption, one that equates populism with electoral bribery. Concurrently, threatened by the resulting redistributive policies that take power and resources away from them, they shifted their alliance away from the popular masses toward royal and military elites that propose less democratic and participative forms of governance. 59 The authoritarian legalism proposed by Prayuth, in this sense, promises them, as long as it generates economic prosperity, the predictability of a "moral" system and the protection of the monarchy, without having to introduce the annoying reliance on keeping the electoral masses satisfied. This, for an entrenched Thai middle class that is so detached from the rest of the country to the point of living inside their air-conditioned houses and offices that materially exist eight degrees below everybody else's, offers an attractive alternative to the redistributive push that emerged from electoral politics, making them the perfect allies for authoritarian regimes, rather than electoral democracies. It is precisely this new alliance that is allowing Prayuth to roll out the long-term reforms that are pushing the Thai body politic into a relapse into dictatorial governance and remystified state ideology that aim at hollowing out democratic governance and allowing a de facto military authoritarian regime to live in its empty shell.
CONCLUSION
In this article I have argued that Prayuth's rise to power is prefiguring Thailand's relapse toward a dictatorial system of governance based around a new administrative structure, ideological apparatus, and class alliance. The 2014 coup marked just the beginning of a potential new trajectory for the country, one that challenges the usual narratives about Thai history and its future. Even if elections will be held in the near future, the new constitution will undoubtedly be based on the junta's principles, making it hard to emend them and almost impossible to throw them out completely. Whether or not this transformation will succeed, which remains impossible for anyone to predict, Prayuth is driving a new swing of the pendulum between dictatorial conservatism and democratic rule that has dominated contemporary Thai history. 60 Before the 2014 coup, many scholars-including myself-believed a return to military rule was unthinkable, if not at the risk of a widespread uprising. 61 We were wrong. As events have proven, Thailand's democratization remains constantly haunted by the possibility of relapses into authoritarian rule. The May 2014 coup, I argued, revealed some of its symptoms. This is not to say that a new linear narrative of de-democratization has taken over and is now destined to succeed. Rather, these political transformations remain open-ended and their outcomes determined by specific political actions, economic decisions, and social forces rather than by necessary and impersonal engines of history. Thus this analysis calls for the necessity of active political engagement rather than passive reliance on teleological narratives or "wait-it-out" approaches. Thailand is relapsing and, if we ignore it, we may fail, as we did before the 2014 coup, to diagnose the creation of a new sociopolitical alignment and prepare to weather its effects.
